Games

Hopping Mad - Triple Space
Hopper Race Pack
Guaranteed to get any party jumping,
this
Hopping Mad racing game contains 3
large sized Space Hoppers, an inflation
pump and a whistle to get the race
going. Choose your hopper carefully
from the red Daredevil, green Psycho
and yellow Hotshot and take on your
rivals.
The 3 high technology race Hoppers are
60cm in diameter.
Please note this is a pre-packaged
product and we are unable to sell
individual hoppers
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Palaestra 'monopoly' Athletic
Game

Sack Racing

Jumbo Nutrition Game

Sack Races

Palaestra 'monopoly' Athletic Game

Jumbo Nutrition Game

Relive your school days with these great
large sized potato sacks. Choose the
character of your sack (named Fireball,
Dozy, Fever, Wired and Mad Dog ) and
take on your family and friends.
Made from jute with double stitching for
strength and durability. A fun addition to
the outdoor play collection.
Game includes the five sacks named
above.
Each sack measures 100 x 60cm

This 'monopoly' style game features
educational and exercise components. It
enables players, either as a team or as
an individual, to get an understanding of
the nutritional value of different fruit and
vegetables and how exercise can then
"burn" of these calories.
The aim of the game is for players to
move round the board gathering money;
the winner(s) of the game is the first
player(team) to reach an agreed target
(eg $250, although higher targets will
results in a longer game / more exercise
!). Take care not to exceed the
maximum calorie limits set by the
banker!
Game includes:
- 1.5m x 2.1m PVC leather game mat
- Six 7.5cm dice
- 2 packs of game cards
- 2 packs of US style toy currency
notes
- 2 inflatable balls (pump not included
- standard needle fitting)
- Nylon storage bag
- Instructions

Join Peanut Pete, Tommy Toast, Mr.
Cheese, Betty Banana, Broccoli Bob and
Olivia Oil as they explore Nutrition
Island! Requires little to no reading.
Easy-to-learn game play is similar to
Candy Land®.
Great for the classroom, PE, health and
after-school programs. Multiple playing
levels match players' abilities.
Incorporates fun fitness challenges like
"Hop On Two Feet" and "Crab Walk."
Includes:
- Giant 120 x 160cm foam-backed
fabric game board
- 6 Friendly Food game pieces
- 72 play cards including
- 12 movement cards and rules.
- For kids ages 4 to 12.

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG0209

$69.95

YG0210

$69.95

YG1238

$124.95

YG0603

$199.95

Childrens Desert Print
Wigwam/Teepee
Childrens Desert Print Wigwam/Teepee
Children of all ages will have hours of
fun hiding away in their 'Indian House'
plotting their day.
Decorative motifs adorn the textile
cover held up with 6 wooden poles
standing 1.9m tall. Wigwam diameter:
1.4m.
Now with Velcro fastenings and a fresh
new look 'red earth' stripe around the
base.

Feber Paint Your House
Feber Paint Your House

Poker Style Family Card Game
Poker Family Card Game

Create your own work of art and have
hours of fun playing with this fantastic
cardboard playhouse.
Ideal for childcare, pre-school, play
groups, wet weather school holiday and
many other child friendly settings.
Paint your own design using the 80
piece art set and the sticker pack that
are included.
Easy to assemble and disassemble for
storage.
Suitable for ages 3+
Dimensions: 106cm x 82cm x 104cm (H)
Made in Spain by Famosa ( Feber)
In manufacturing their products, Famosa
use top-quality materials and strict
safety and durability-testing techniques.
They constantly carry out tests for
ageing, resistance to abrasion, thermal
impact, flammability and toxicity, to help
us to offer safe toys with a high fun
factor.
This product meets the stringent
European Standard EN71 in accordance
with European Guideline 88/378/CEE;
Feber is ISO-9001:2000 certified. These
certifications comply with AS/NZS 8124
for toys.

In this great variation of the traditional
Poker games players move around the
boards marking cards with the aim of
generating the best poker hand. The
first card is delivered face down to each
player and then dice are used to move
around the game board. When a player
lands on a card it is marked as his and
used in his poker hand. At the end of
each round all players be able to place
bets or fold.
After four rounds the players will reveal
their first card and the best hand wins.
Game includes:
- 1.5m x 2.1m PVC leather game mat
- Six 7.5cm dice
- 1 pack of large playing cards
- 1 pack of 100 poker chips
- 16 coloured bean bags
- Nylon storage bag
- Instructions

Childrens Pink Loveheart
Wigwam/Teepee
Childrens Pink Loveheart
Wigwam/Teepee
Your children of all ages will have hours
of fun hiding away in their "Pink Indian
Palace" plotting their day with the
'braves'.
The gorgeous pink textile cover is
adorned with love heart motifs, all
supported by 6 wooden poles standing
1.9m tall. Wigwam diameter: 1.4m.
"New" Updated Versions now come with
Velcro fastenings instead of ties

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG0224

$124.95

YG1426

$124.95

YG1239

$124.95

YG0227

$124.95
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Tallyoop Toss Target - Frisbee
Catcher

Skittles Deluxe
Garden Skittles Deluxe
These hardwood Skittles are beautifully
polished to give a quality finish. Set up
your own garden alley and aim to knock
as many skittles down as possible.
Suitable for individual or team games.
The set contains:
- 9 Skittles (23cm tall)
- Balls (8cm in diameter)
- Draw String Canvas Carry Bag for
ease of transport.
- Full Instructions
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Accuracy will WIN you the Tallyoop! New, Larger and Improved Version.
Tallyoop can be used inside or out for a
variety of games with balls and discs.
Use as part of your 'round-robin' course,
challenge your brother, sister or best
friend - just keep the discs and balls out
of the dogs reach, Fido might just beat
you!
The horizontal opening is 30cm x 85cm
and the height is easily adjusted from
70cm to 150cm by pushing a button.
Fill the base with water or sand for
greater stability.
Please note sold as individual target
hoops.
Comes with 2 flying discs of varying
colours. Extra plastic and foam discs as
well as balls are available and sold
separately - see accessories.

Boules in Metal Case
Boules or Petanque, this French
favourite is a perfect family game.
Place the jack and then compete to get
your Boules as close as possible by
throwing the balls in an underarm
motion.
This quality set contains 8 x 75mm
diameter polished alloy Boules and is
packed in a stylish metal carrying case,
with wooden jack and a measurer to
settle any arguments.
Each Boule weighs 730g

Uber Wooden Noughts and
Crosses
Giant Wooden Noughts and Crosses
The traditional game resized to giant
proportions! The Giant Noughts and
Crosses board is made from high quality
choir rope measuring 120cm x 120cm
with each square 40cm x 40cm in size.
The pieces, 5 Noughts and 5 Crosses,
are made from solid polished wood,
each measuring 30cm x 30cm. The
game is supplied in a nylon bag for easy
storage and transport.

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG0216

$69.95

YG2800

$74.95

YG0211

$69.95

YG3225

$95.00

Bag of 100 Soft Feel Playballs

Boules in Nylon Case

Bag of 100 Soft-feel Plastic Playballs.

Boules or Petanque, this French
favourite is a perfect family game.

Bargain priced this versatile this packet
of a 100 prefilled 6.5cm diameter balls is
ideal for parachute and other game
activities.
Made of soft plastic. Playballs arrive
inflated and with assorted colours.
Suitable for age 3+.

Place the jack and then compete to get
your Boules as close as possible by
throwing the balls in an underarm
motion.
This quality set contains:
- 8 x 75mm diameter polished alloy
Boules
- 1 x 35mm wooden jack
- A measurer to settle any arguments
- Packed in a handy durable green
nylon carry case with handle
- Each Boule weighs 730g

Classic 90mm Bocce Set
Classic 90mm Bocce Set
This classic Bocce set features 4 pairs of
coloured Composite Moulded 90mm
Balls - 2 Blue , 2 Green, 2 Red & 2
Yellow with 2 different scoring patterns.
Set also includes a 40mm Jack This
quality set is packed in a convenient
carry bag with 2 in 1 handle/strap.

Premium Quoits Set
Quoits is a traditional lawn game of skill
and accuracy, ideal for players of any
age.
Players throw a Quoit ring, aiming to
land over wooden pegs mounted on a
solid base.
The polished solid wood base measures
51cm square and 17cm high and
comprises five pegs each offering a
different score. The game is supplied
with four natural rope Quoits and a
canvas bag for ease of storage and
transportation.
The Quoits set includes:
- Wooden base with 5 uprights
- 4 Coir rope throwing hoops
- Canvas transport / storage bag

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG2747

$19.95

YG2303

$69.95

YG2301

$39.95

YG3222

$59.95
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Uber Premium Kubb Game
Kubb - Premium Hardwood Version
Kubb is a traditional outdoor throwing
game which originated in Sweden, the
aim is to knock down the cuboid pieces,
few metres away. The blocks are made
from mango hardwood with lacquer
paste making them suitable for use
outdoors
The Kubb Set includes:
round
- 4 wooden corner poles
- Storage Bag

Boules in Wooden Case
Boules or Petanque, this French
favourite is a perfect family game.
Place the jack and then compete to get
your Boules as close as possible by
throwing the balls in an underarm
motion.
This quality set contains 8 x 75mm
diameter polished alloy Boules, 1 x
35mm wooden jack, a measurer to
settle any arguments and is packed in a
deluxe wooden carry case with handle
Each Boule weighs 730g

Classic 100mm Water Filled
Bocce Set
Classic 100mm Bocce Set

Quoits - Ring Toss
Quoits

This classic Bocce set features 4 pairs of
coloured 100mm diameter composite
high impact water filled balls; 2 Purple,
2 Green, 2 Teal & 2 Yellow. Set also
includes a 40mm Jack
This quality set is packed in a
convenient carry bag with 2 in 1
handle/strap.

A game where both the young and old
can compete on an equal terms! All that
is needed is a good eye and steady arm.
Toss the rings over the pegs to win
points. The first player to reach 500 is
the winner!! Ideal for the beach and
parks.
Ring Throw Game Includes:
- 5 rope circles approx 15cm in
diameter.
- 1 pine wooden cross (40cm across)
- Full Instructions

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Kubb is an outdoor game where the
object is to knock over wooden blocks
by throwing wooden sticks at them. The
word "Kubb" [pron. koob] means
"wooden block" in the Gotland dialect of
Swedish.
Kubb can be quickly described as a
combination of bowling, horseshoes,
and chess.
Rules vary from country to country and
region to region, but the ultimate object...
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Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG3227

$124.95

YG2304

$69.95

YG2300

$39.95

YG0205

$24.95

Bean Bag Toss Target

Rubber Horseshoe Game

Professional Horseshoe

Bean Bag Toss Target on Stand

Rubber Horseshoe Set

Tournament Horseshoe Set

Set up your own Target Toss Challenge!
Use this colorful target to teach basic
throwing and maths skills.

Set includes 4 x 200g plastic horseshoes
2 x 30cm diameter rubber mats with rubber
dowels and rules.

This Pro quality set from St. Pierre
features horseshoes designed by a
World Champion horseshoe pitcher.
Made from solid steel and with more
weight forged into the tips for maximum
balance and control.

The large target is easy to set up and
store. It includes 6 bean bags and 6
balls for tossing, a *PLASTIC target
stand and target mat.

Suitable for indoor and outdoor play.

Other features include a tapered leading
edge that allows the shoe to slide onto
the stake, longer tips to grab the stake
for more ringers, a ringer breaker to
rotate the shoe and lock in ringers, and
a finger positioner to help hold the shoe
like the pros.

100cm x 100cm x 42.5cm high.

Approved for professional and
tournament play by the National
Horseshoe Pitchers Association (NHPA).
Ideal for leagues, clubs and serious
players. Includes all equipment
necessary for 2 to 4 person play
including 4 forged steel American
horseshoes (2 blue and 2 gray), 2 solid
steel 60cm stakes and official rulebook
with court layout.
Set comes in an attractive black plastic
carrying case with built-in handle. Made
in the USA.

Viking Chess - Premium
Hardwood Kubb Set
Viking Chess Premium Hardwood
Kubb Set
This superb throwing game from
Sweden can be played by individuals or
as teams of 2 to 6 players. It is great for
the beach, the backyard, on the grass or
on gravel, in parks and gardens, even in
the snow.
It is a game of strategy and skill with a
steady arm the best weapon!! Played on
an 8m by 4m pitch it is one of the fastest
growing games in Europe and America
with world championships now being
held annually.
Our ALL NEW high quality version of
Kubb is made from select grade
rubberwood with a premium varnish
finish. Rubberwood is tough, durable
and well known for its shock resistant
qualities. Features rounded corners on
all pieces for a more comfortable
throwing game.
Game contains:
~ 6 Throwing batons (28cm x 3.8cm)
~ 10 soldiers ( Kubbs) (14cm x 6cm x 6cm)
~ 1 King (28cm x 8cm x 8cm)
~ 4 Corner posts to mark the pitch
~ Full instructions
~ durable canvas storage bag
...

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG0639

$99.95

YG0644

$49.95

YG0707

$125.00

YG1052

$79.95
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Balance Beam InterConnector Foam Co-Op-A-Walks - 4 Person Foam Co-Op-A-Walks - 2 Person
Team Walkers
Buddy Walkers
Balance Beam InterConnector
Ideal for use with your straight and
curved balance sets this cross shaped
inter-connector allows for greater
creativity in your walking paths - figure 8
tracks.
Available in a choice of colours. Price is
for a single connector.

Co-Op-A-Walks - 4 Person Hi-Density
Foam Team Walkers

Co-Op-A-Walks - 2 Person Hi-Density
Foam Buddy Walkers

Balance Builder Beams
A safe way to build balance and
confidence in younger kids!

operate! They're great fun and exercise,
as well as an effective lesson in
teamwork and communication. New allfoam construction is much lighter in
weight and easier to transport, while
still highly durable.

co-operate! They're great fun and
exercise, as well as an effective lesson
in teamwork and communication. New
all-foam construction is much lighter in
weight and easier to transport, while
still highly durable.

Constructed of tough, 32cm thick EVA
foam. With no fear of falling off, kids will
be drawn to this beam to test their
balance skills. Set includes 24 sections
that are approx. 12.5cm wide and 25cm
long with puzzle fit ends.

Perfectly safe, with no straps to bind
feet and cause twisted ankles.

Perfectly safe, with no straps to bind
feet and cause twisted ankles.

Includes a nylon storage bag.

Ages 5 and up.

Ages 5 and up.

\Co-ordination

Co-ordination All persons must raise the
same foot and pull up on the rope on
the same side as the foot they are
raising to keep the Team Walkers
against their foot as they raise it (like an
extension of their foot). 80cm in length,
12cm wide with holes at front and back
enabling more walkers to be linked to
together.
Co-operation
All participants must move together
requiring complete co-operation with
each other.
Communication
All participants must talk, listen, read
and send body language so that they
will be able to walk together.
Remember, the only way to Buddy Walk...

All persons must raise the same foot
and pull up on the rope on the same
side as the foot they are raising to keep
the Team Walkers against their foot as
they raise it (like an extension of their
foot). 14cm wide, 4cm deep and 150cm
long with holes at front and back
enabling more walkers to be linked to
together.
Co-operation
All participants must move together
requiring complete co-operation with
each other.
Communication
All participants must talk, listen, read
and send body language so that they...
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EVA Balance Builder Mats

Item Number

Color

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG1234-01
YG1234-03
YG1234-02
YG1234-04

Blue
Green
Red
Yellow

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

YG0763

$99.95

YG0762

$69.95

YG0637

$99.95

Figure of Eight Balance Beam
Package

Happy Frog feet
Happy Frog Feet
Strap them on and get hopping! What
better way to liven up a relay race or
game of tag than with these fun foam
frog feet?
Durable and extra big, kids will love
using their imaginations as they improve
balance and leg strength.
- Made of durable EVA foam with
webbed foot graphics.
- Features 2 adjustable length foam
padded handles.
- Includes activity guide.
Sold as individual feet.
Each foot measures 55cm x 33cm and
4cm thick.

Figure of Eight Balance Beam Package
This package contains all the required
balance beam equipment to make the
figure-of-eight shown in the image.
Contents:
18 x Curved Balance Beams
8 x Straight Balance Beams
1 x Balance Beam Interconnector
Ideal for use as a balance board or as
part of an obstacle course! The Rainbow
Balance Boards set is constructed with
safe yet soft and durable polypropylene
for indoor and outdoor fun.
Each segment of the balance board
measures approximately 30cm long x
15cm high x 14cm thick at the bottom.
Please note colours may vary from
those shown in image.

Step-a-Logs

Straight Balance Beams

Step-a-Logs

Straight Balance Board Set

Build balance skills one step at a time
with these fantastic walking beams!

Ideal for use as a balance board or as
part of an obstacle course! The Rainbow
Balance Boards set is constructed with
safe yet soft and durable polypropylene
for indoor and outdoor fun.

Organize 6 bright, super strong plastic
stepping logs into a straight line, then
rearrange them into fun curves or paths
to increase the challenge.
Logs are connected by lengthadjustable rope and feature raised dots
for safety.
- Each log is approx. 50cm L x 10cm W
x 10cm H.
- Logs extend over 5m.
- 65kg weight limit.
- Ages 2 and up.

Each segment of the balance board
measures approximately 30cm long x
15cm high x 14cm thick at the bottom.
The set includes 12 multicoloured
straight pieces.
Add in a Curved set and interconnectors
to make more fun and complex courses.

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG0616

$49.95

YG1240

$224.95

YG0751

$149.95

YG1201

$124.95
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Curved Balance Beams
Curved Balance Board Set
Ideal for use as a balance board or as
part of an obstacle course! The Rainbow
Balance Boards set is constructed with
safe yet soft and durable polypropylene
for indoor and outdoor fun. Each
segment of the balance board measures
approximately 30cm long x 15cm high x
14cm thick at the bottom.
The set includes 12 multicoloured
curved pieces - will make full circle.

Funky Feet

3 Person Team Sack Racer

Hopscotch

Funky Giant Feet
These giant-sized foot prints will help
you work on your balance and
coordination skills.

More fun and greater challenge by 3!

Hopscotch - there is no substitution for
an old favourite

Funky Feet are made of lightweight,
durable foam.

A great exercise in coordination,
cooperation, agility and fun!

Rope handles loop through the feet and
won't pull through or tear foam.
Perfect for introducing hand-foot
coordination skills these feet are sold in
pairs.
Each foot measures 22cm W x 50cm L
and 4cm thick.

Add a whole new hilarious dimension to
sack races with this hop sack that has
room for 3 children!

Huge, heavy-duty canvas sack features
an individual, roomy 'hop pocket' for
each person.
Sack measures 210cm L x 88cm H. Each
pocket measures 70cm.
Sold individually.

65cm x 200cm Hopscotch carpet in a
colorful, washable, design for indoor
and outdoor use. Fun for all ages.
Features non-slip rubberized backing.
Comes complete with two (2) bean bag
tokens, or have fun making your own
tokens in craft class at school.
Instructions on how to play are also
included
Play in teams, set up some
competitions, include it in a 'roundrobin' event!
- Hardwearing soil and stain resistant
carpet Machine washable
- Durable latex gel skid-proof backing
High Industry Standard Flamability
Rating Meets school and Government
specifications
- Environmentally friendly
- Made in Belgium
- Fully overlocked edging
Use it as a rug in the games room or the
childrens bedroom for added colour, fun
and effect!
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Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG1200

$124.95

YG0646

$59.95

YG0611

$69.95

YG0610

$129.95

240cm x 180cm Recreational
Soccer Goal

180cm x 90cm Recreational
Soccer Goal

240cm x 180cm Recreational Soccer
Goal by MacGregor

180cm x 90cm Recreational Soccer
Goal by MacGregor

This FANTASTIC backyard soccer goal
set is easy to use, compact to store and
very functional.

This FANTASTIC backyard soccer goal
set is easy to use, compact to store and
very functional. Features:

Features:

- space saving foldable design
- Sturdy 3cm diameter steel frame
- Durable twisted polyethylene net with
velcro corner loops for stability
- Unique folding hinge with locking pin
- Easy push button assembly

- space saving foldable design
- Sturdy 3cm diameter steel frame
- Durable twisted polyethylene net with
velcro corner loops for stability
- Unique folding hinge with locking pin
- Easy push button assembly

Measures 240cm wide by 180cm high.

Measures 180cm wide by 90cm high.
Note this item is a single goal.

Note item is a single goal

Uber Multi Sports Set
The multi-sports set is perfect for a day
out in the park or on the beach with
family and friends. The sports set
contains equipment to play cricket,
football, rounders, Frisbee and beach
tennis so there really is something for
everybody!
This sports set represents excellent
value for money compared to buying the
games individually. The Multi Sports Set
includes:
diameter (can be used for cricket as
stumps, football goals or rounder's
bases)
- 1 training football size 5
- 1 rounders bat
- 1 rounders ball
- 1 red plastic cricket bat size 5 (as in
crazy cricket set)
- 1 full size windball cricket ball (as in
crazy cricket set)
- 1 double bail
- 2 wooden beach bats
- 1 two tone crazy ball
- 1 30cm plastic frisbee
- 1 mini ball pump
- Storage Bag

Classic 10 Game Combo Set
Classic 10 Game Combo Set
This great recreational multi-game
combo pack contains everything for an
action packed backyard sports day.
Games included:
- Volleyball
- Badminton
- Horseshoes
- Ring Toss
- Flying disc
- Beach Toss
- Shuttle Flight
- Splash Badminton
- Splash Shuttleflight
- Football
Set includes the following accessories:
- Poles; 1.8cm Diameter PVC, 1.52m
Height
- Net; 5.4m x 45cm Tie on
- Ball; Vinyl Volleyball with pump
- Rackets: 2 Tempered Steel Shafts
with grommets and molded grips
- 4 Vinyl horseshoes with 2 Vinyl
stakes
- 4 Vinyl rings
- 22cm flying Disc
- 7.5cm splash ball
- 2 Shuttleflight Rackets, 1 Shuttlecock
with EVA...

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG2331

$119.95

YG2330

$69.95

YG3230

$124.95

YG2308

$79.95
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Classic Badminton and
Volleyball Set

Premier Portable Volleyball Set

Uber Budget Softball Set

Classic Badminton and Volleyball Set

Deluxe Portable Volleyball Set

Uber Softball Set

This great recreational multi-game
combo pack contains everything for an
action packed backyard sports day.
Set includes the following accessories:
- Poles; 2.5cm Diameter PVC
Telescoping Poles. 1.55m-1.85m
Adjustable Height
- Net; 4.5m x 45cm Sleeve style net
- Ball; Vinyl Volleyball with pump and
inflating needle
- Rackets: 4 Tempered Steel Shafts
with grommets and molded grips
- 2 Shuttlecocks
- Support system with guide ropes,
tension clips and ground stakes for
net.
- Racket style carry case with handle /
strap

This great recreational set for backyard
action contains everything you need to
play.

Our budget Softball Set is supplied with
two Ash Softball Bats, one 71cm and one
81cm, enabling all ages to use the set!

Easy to setup and with its own carry bag
this set is ideal for all round outdoor
use.

The 6 rubber bases are used to mark
out the 3 bases, the home plate, the
pitchers plate and also mark where the
next batters should not come past!

Please note colours may vary from
those shown in image.

Set includes the following:
- 3.7cm diameter telescoping PVC
poles that can be set at 1.8m, 2.1 or
2.4m height
- 9.6 x 1m sleeve net
- Synthetic Leather Ball with air pump
and inflating needle
- Preassembled double guide rope
system with tension clips
- Durable ground stakes for extra
stability
- Durable molded pole anchors for
stability
- Deluxe court marking kit.
- Carry Bag with Handle / Strap

The Softball Set includes:
- 1 x 81cm Ash Softball bat with grip
-

Please note colour of net and ball may
vary from that shown in photo.
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Uber Premium Club Softball Set
The Club Softball Set is our premium
softball set.
It comes with enough equipment for a
full team to play, and caters for left
handed players.
This set is supplied with two Ash Softball
Bats, one 71cm (32") and one 81cm
(28"), enabling all ages to use the set!
The Club Softball Set includes:
- 1 81cm (32") Ash Softball bats with
red grip
- 1 71cm (28") Ash Softball bats with
red grip
- 4 Leather Softball balls
- 3 White rubber bases 35cm x 35cm
- 1 Pitcher plate 45cm x 13cm
- 1 Home plate 22cm square to 22cm
then final 22cm into point x 1cm deep
- 10 30cm Left handed leather softball
glove (for right handed throwers)
- 2 30cm Right handed leather softball
glove (for left handed throwers)
- 1 Canvas storage bag

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG2307

$59.95

YG2306

$119.95

YG3232

$99.95

YG3233

$599.95

Uber Tag Rugby Set - Adults

Uber Tag Rugby Set - Youth

Tag rugby is a great way to enjoy
Rugby, from the absolute beginners to
the most experienced Rugby players!

Tag rugby is a great way to enjoy
Rugby, from the absolute beginners to
the most experienced Rugby players!

Tag Rugby is non contact form of the
game and helps to improve handling,
running, support and evasion skills.

Tag Rugby is non contact form of the
game and helps to improve handling,
running, support and evasion skills.

The Tags, which are attached to the bibs
via Velcro, are pulled from the bibs to
signify a tackle!

The Tags, which are attached to the bibs
via Velcro, are pulled from the bibs to
signify a tackle!

The Adult Size Tag Bib Rugby Set
includes:
- 10 Adult sized black bibs with 2 red
PVC tags on each bib
- 10 Adult sized red bibs with 2 black
PVC tags on each bib
-

The Youth Size Tag Bib Rugby Set
includes:
- 10 Adult sized black bibs with 2 red
PVC tags on each bib
- 10 Adult sized red bibs with 2 black
PVC tags on each bib
-

Franklin 1.8m x 1.3m Rebounder
Training Net
Franklin Rebounder Net - 1.8m x 1.3m
Whether practicing solo or with a few
buddies, will keep your little kickers on
the path to Park District greatness.
They will practice accuracy and ball
control with our exclusive design that
adjusts angles for various ball return
options.
The rebounder also features an allweather mesh net and bungee cord
attachment system that will withstands
the elements and superhuman kicks
from your prodigy.
Heavy-duty steel tubing with precision
fit locking pins and ground stakes offer
support and easy assembly.

Franklin 360cm x 180cm
Tournament Soccer Goal
360cm x 180cm Tournament Soccer
Goal by Franklin
Heavy duty steel tubing and reinforced
bars provide stability and durability to
endure countless games.
Assembles easily for backyard to
tournament level play.
- Dimensions: 3.6m Width x 1.8m
Height x 1.5m Depth
- Heavy duty 3cm steel tubing
Reinforced bars for added stability
- Precision fit locking pins for easy and
secure assembly
- All weather 10cm x 10cm net
- 4 galvanized ground stakes
- Recommended for backyards and
tournament level play

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

Item Number

Price

YG3235

$199.95

YG3243

$149.95

YG1377

$99.95

YG1376

$199.95
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Uber Fitness Training Set
The Fitness training set is a great
training package suitable for
professional trainers and individuals!
The set is perfect for team training and
fitness sessions, it comes with a good
variety of kit for cardio and intensity
training, the resistor belts are
particularly effective for weight loss and
speed training.
The Fitness Training Set includes;
- 10 x 25cm Step Training Hurdles
colour)
-
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Item Number

Price

YG3240

$199.95

